The ability to exert self-control is key to social insertion and professional success. An influential literature in psychology has developed the theory that self-control relies on a limited common resource, so that fatigue effects might carry over from one task to the next. However, the biological nature of the putative limited resource and the existence of carry-over effects have been matters of considerable controversy. Here, we targeted the activity of the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) as a common substrate for cognitive control, and we prolonged the time scale of fatigue induction by an order of magnitude. Participants performed executive control tasks known to recruit the LPFC (working memory and task-switching) over more than 6 h (an approximate workday). Fatigue effects were probed regularly by measuring impulsivity in intertemporal choices, i.e., the propensity to favor immediate rewards, which has been found to increase under LPFC inhibition. Behavioral data showed that choice impulsivity increased in a group of participants who performed hard versions of executive tasks but not in control groups who performed easy versions or enjoyed some leisure time. Functional MRI data acquired at the start, middle, and end of the day confirmed that enhancement of choice impulsivity was related to a specific decrease in the activity of an LPFC region (in the left middle frontal gyrus) that was recruited by both executive and choice tasks. Our findings demonstrate a concept of focused neural fatigue that might be naturally induced in real-life situations and have important repercussions on economic decisions.
decision-making | temporal discounting | fatigue | executive control | fMRI S hall I have a beer with my friends tonight, or shall I save money to buy a bike next month? This sort of intertemporal choice, between immediate and delayed rewards, is critical for strategic foraging in evolved species and has been intensively scrutinized by behavioral ecologists (1) . Such choices depend not only on the options themselves (rewards and delays), but also on extraneous factors that may vary across individuals and contexts. In humans, the capacity to resist the temptation of immediate rewards at a young age is a key predictor of long-term life outcomes, as was shown with the famous marshmallow test (2) . At the neural level, this capacity for self-control is associated with the recruitment of regions in the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) (3) (4) (5) . Conversely, LPFC inhibition through transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was shown to enhance the propensity to make impulsive choices, i.e., to favor immediate rewards (6, 7) . In the present study we address the question of whether alteration in LPFC activity could occur in situations encountered in everyday life and bias decisions toward impulsive behavior.
Taking inspiration from the demonstration that judicial decisions drift with time on task over a workday (8) , we assessed the impact of hard cognitive work on intertemporal choice. We opted for executive control processes, namely working memory and task switching, because they typically elicit activity in LPFC regions that overlap with those implicated in intertemporal choice (9) (10) (11) . When prolonged over time, executive processing can induce mental fatigue, which manifests by decreased LPFC activity (12, 13) . To our knowledge, whether such decrease in LPFC activity has repercussions on economic decisions in the long run has not yet been investigated.
However, there is a literature in psychology suggesting that the capacity for self-control relies on a limited resource that is common to various cognitive processes. Therefore, prior exertion of selfcontrol should impair the ability to perform subsequent unrelated tasks that also require self-control, a phenomenon coined "ego depletion" (14) . Evidence for this phenomenon comes from numerous studies using sequential task paradigms, with a first "depleting task" affecting a second "dependent task" (15, 16) . However, this literature remains controversial because replication failures have been reported occasionally (e.g., ref. 17 ) and probably were underestimated because of publication bias, as suggested by statistical meta-analyses (18) . We conjectured that one reason for these discrepant results might be that the time scale used in depletion studies (typically around 10 min) might be too short to alter prefrontal cortex functioning significantly. Following our own failures to obtain fatigue effects at short time scales (less than 1 h), we decided to change our approach and examine the impact of executive control performance lasting for the approximate duration of a workday (i.e., more than 6 h of effective work, excluding breaks).
To reveal this impact, we inserted intertemporal choice trials between blocks of executive task trials (every minute on average). On the day before the experiment, subjects were trained on the executive tasks so that they started the experiment with a performance level exceeding 90% correct trials, and the intertemporal choice task was calibrated so that they started around indifference points (50% impulsive choices). Executive tasks were administered with two levels of difficulty in separate groups of healthy
Significance
In evolved species, resisting the temptation of immediate rewards is a critical ability for the achievement of long-term goals. This self-control ability was found to rely on the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC), which also is involved in executive control processes such as working memory or task switching. Here we show that self-control capacity can be altered in healthy humans at the time scale of a workday, by performing difficult executive control tasks. This fatigue effect manifested in choice impulsivity was linked to reduced excitability of the LPFC following its intensive utilization over the day. Our findings might have implications for designing management strategies that would prevent daylong cognitive work from biasing economic decisions.
participants, to vary the intensity of LPFC activation while keeping the duration constant. We predicted that daylong performance of hard executive tasks (but not easy ones) would enhance the propensity to favor immediate rewards (i.e., to make impulsive choices). To unravel the underlying neural mechanisms, subjects were scanned using functional MRI (fMRI) at the beginning, middle, and end of the daylong experiment. Our predictions regarding brain activity were that (i) increasing difficulty of executive control would recruit the LPFC regions also involved in intertemporal choice; (ii) activity in these regions would decrease over the workday in the hard condition but not in the control condition; and (iii) this decrease in LPFC activity would mediate the effect of hard executive work on intertemporal choice.
Results
In SI Experiment S1 and Fig. S1 , we report one example of our attempts to obtain fatigue effects at a short time scale. Here we report the results of the main experiment illustrated in Fig. 1 . For comparison with the group that performed hard versions of executive tasks throughout the day, we implemented two kinds of control conditions in separate groups: in the first one, the easy condition, we simply made the tasks less difficult; in the second, the leisure condition, we relaxed the obligation to perform any task except in test sessions at the start, middle, and end of the day. These two control conditions were implemented to isolate both the effects of executive difficulty and the effects of being forced to perform a boring task. However, because no difference was observed between control groups, their data were pooled together in the analyses described hereafter, unless otherwise specified.
Behavioral Results. To test for fatigue effects across sessions, we fitted three embedded models to our two dependent variables: impulsive choices (the proportion of trials in which the immediate reward was selected) and executive performance (the proportion of correct trials in N-back and N-switch tasks considered together). The first model corresponds to the null hypothesis (no fatigue effect) and included only a constant; the second model added a linear effect of session; and the third model included both linear and power effects (see Materials and Methods for equations). Group (hard versus control) was included as an additional factor so that the model space contained nine models (three possible models for the hard condition × three possible models for the control condition).
Regarding impulsive choice (Fig. 2, Right) , Bayesian model selection (BMS) indicated that the family in which fatigue functions were the same in both groups was much more plausible than the others [exceedance probability (EP) = 1, expected frequency (EF) = 0.98]. The best fatigue function across groups included both linear and power effects (EP = 0.97, EF = 0.61; see fitted parameters in Table S1 ). Critically, the linear parameter (β) was significantly positive in the hard condition but not in the control condition, with a significant difference between the two (hard: β = 0.018 ± 0.006, Student t 26 = 3.01, P = 0.003; control: β = 0.002 ± 0.007, t 24 = 0.25, P = 0.41; difference: t 50 = 1.80, P = 0.039, one-tailed). The distributions of change in choice impulsivity in both conditions are illustrated in Fig. S3 . The increase in choice impulsivity was not linked to individuals being more or less impulsive at baseline, because it was not correlated across subjects to the log-transformed discount rate estimated during the calibration procedure (Pearson r 15 = 0.011, P = 0.96). We checked that within the control condition there was no difference in this critical parameter between the easy and leisure groups (easy: β = 0.007 ± 0.013, t 12 = 0.058, P = 0.95; leisure: β = 0.003 ± 0.007, t 11 = 0.39, P = 0.70; difference: t 23 = 0.13, P = 0.90). The power parameter (α) was significantly different from one in the hard condition but not in the control condition, but there was no Fig. 1 . Overview of experimental procedures. Participants (58 healthy adults in total) were divided into three groups, corresponding to the three different experimental conditions shown by the horizontal bars at the bottom of the figure. Each group performed a series of 30-min sessions (S1-S11) of executive tasks intermingled with intertemporal choices (IC), for a total of about 6 h with two 10-min breaks (black rectangles) after S3 and S8. Executive tasks were 3-back (3-B) and 12-switch (12-S) in the hard condition or one-back (1-B) and one-switch (1-S) in the easy condition. A subset of participants (n = 16 in the hard group and n = 13 in the leisure group) was scanned using fMRI during S1, S6, and S11. In the leisure condition participants read or played video games between fMRI sessions. In this group executive tasks were easy in S1 and S11 but were hard in S6. Each session was divided into 30 blocks (B1 to B30), with the first 15 blocks implementing one executive task (N-back or N-switch) and the last 15 blocks implementing the other one. All tasks presented a series of different letters on screen, each starting a new trial, as shown at the top of the figure. The task to be performed was stated at the beginning of the block. In N-back tasks, participants indicated whether the current letter was the same as the one presented N trials before (irrespective of case and color). In N-switch tasks, participants categorized the current letter into either vowel versus consonant or into uppercase versus lowercase, depending on its color. N designates the number of switches (color changes) during the block. At the end of the block participants made a self-paced choice between immediate or delayed monetary rewards. significant difference between the two (hard: α = 0.78 ± 0.06, t 26 = −3.38, P = 0.002; control: α = 0.90 ± 0.06, t 24 = −1.58, P = 0.13; difference: t 50 = 1.30, P = 0.10). By design the constant parameter (C) was near the indifference point (50%) in both conditions, with no difference between the two (hard: C = 0.44 ± 0.05, t 26 = −1.06, P = 0.30; control: C = 0.48 ± 0.05, t 24 = −0.51, P = 0.62; difference: t 50 = −0.45, P = 0.66). Note that the increase in choice impulsivity was not related to any change in choice response time, for which we found no effect of session number in either the hard or in the control condition.
We conducted the same analysis on executive performance (Fig. 2 , Left), although we had no specific hypothesis about how it should vary across sessions, because various opposite effects, such as increased fatigue, decreased motivation, or increased efficiency (through cognitive skill learning), have been reported (19) . Family model comparison showed that the models using the same fatigue function in the hard and easy conditions were much more plausible (EP = 1, EF = 0.98) than the others. Among fatigue functions, the best was the constant model (EP = 0.95, EF = 0.61; see fitted parameters in Table S2 ). Note, however, that testing fitted parameters from the linear model revealed a marginally significant linear effect in both conditions, with no significant difference between the two (hard: β = −0.017 ± 0.008, t 26 = −2.26, P = 0.032; easy: β = −0.012 ± 0.010, t 24 = −1.89, P = 0.07; difference: 0.006 ± 0.005, t 50 = −0.58, P = 0.72). However, this effect was tiny, explaining why the linear effect was not favored over the constant by BMS. The constant was largely above chance and was significantly different between the two levels of difficulty (hard: C = 0.95 ± 0.005, t 26 = 84, P = 0; easy: C = 0.96 ± 0.0035, t 24 = 132, P = 0; difference: −0.015 ± 0.003, t 50 = −2.31, P = 0.025).
fMRI Results. To test our first prediction that the brain regions recruited when cognitive difficulty is increased are also involved in intertemporal choice ( Fig. 3A and Table S3 ), we performed a conjunction analysis (logical and) between difficulty (hard minus easy versions of executive tasks) and choice (contrast against implicit baseline). As expected, this conjunction yielded significant activation (P < 0.05 after clusterwise correction for multiple comparisons) in the LPFC [middle frontal gyrus (MFG), Broca's area (BA) 46/9] as well as in the dorsal parietal cortex [inferior parietal lobule (IPL), BA 40] . The MFG and IPL clusters were significantly activated in both tasks, with a trend for higher difficulty effect in N-back than in N-switch tasks. These two regions of interest (ROIs) thus were defined using a criterion that was orthogonal from the effect of session number, which we analyze below to assess neural fatigue.
To test our second prediction, that neural activity in common regions should parallel the fatigue effects observed in behavior (Fig. 3B) , we searched for interactions between session number and condition (hard versus control). In the MFG, choice-related activity decreased in the hard condition but not in the control condition, with a significant difference between the two effects of session number (hard: β = −1.07 ± 0.40, t 15 = −2.68, P = 0.017; easy: β = 0.29 ± 0.48; t 12 = 0.60, P = 0.56; difference: −1.36 ± 0.31, t 27 = −2.19, P = 0.038). In the IPL, choice-related activity did not decrease in either the hard or easy condition, with no significant difference between session effects (hard: β = −0.49 ± 0.39, t 15 = −1.27, P = 0.22; control: β = −0.28 ± 0.47; t 12 = −0.59, P = 0.56; difference: −0.22 ± 0.30 t 27 = −0.36, P = 0.72).
We searched for other brain regions that would decrease their activity across sessions with an exploratory whole-brain analysis using a liberal threshold (P < 0.01 uncorrected at the voxel level). The only significant cluster was located in the MFG (Fig. S4 and Table S4 ) and overlapped with the cluster activated in the conjunction between choice and difficulty. Note that our general linear model (GLM) was able to dissociate between choice-and task-related activities (Fig. S5) , which followed distinct patterns across sessions in the control condition (only task-related activity increased in the intermediate session, because of the increase in task difficulty).
The preceding analyses were done on β estimates of categorical regressors that modeled choice-or task-related activity against an implicit baseline. Parametric regressors were also included to account for quantities that varied across choice trials (Materials and Methods), namely delay, immediate reward, choice (patient versus impulsive), and response time (as a proxy for choice difficulty). None of these parametric regressors yielded any significant activation at corrected threshold. However, it must be remembered that all choice options were taken near the indifference points, so there was little variation in discounted value across trials. We did not find any activity significantly related to the parametric regressor that accounted for the effect of block number within sessions. This result is consistent with our working hypothesis that cognitive fatigue is negligible at a short time scale.
Brain-Behavior Relationships. Finally, we examined whether the decrease in MFG choice-related activity mediates the impact of session number on choice impulsivity. To do so, we compared a causal chain model, in which session number impacts MFG activity, which in turn impacts choice impulsivity, and a common cause model, in which changes in both MFG activity and choice impulsivity are driven by session number (Fig. 4, Left) . BMS designated the causal chain model as being significantly more plausible, given both neural and Graphs show means and intersubject SEs of regression estimates (β) extracted from the ROIs, which were obtained from group-level activations shown on the maps above. Regression estimates correspond to neural activity observed during choices with respect to the baseline. Red curves correspond to the group that performed hard versions of executive tasks throughout the experiment. Blue curves correspond to the leisure group, which performed easy tasks in the first and last sessions and hard tasks in the intermediate session (and played video games or read between fMRI sessions). A significant interaction between group and session was observed in the MFG but not in the IPL.
behavioral data in the hard condition (EF = 0.84, EP = 1). The causal chain model also is more plausible (EF = 0.86, EP = 1) if the control group is included in the comparison (Fig. 4, Right) , indicating that the effect of cognitive difficulty on how choice impulsivity drifts over the workday is mediated by its effect on MFG activity.
Discussion
Our findings suggest that exerting intense cognitive control over several hours might reduce the excitability of LPFC areas, which in turn would impair the capacity to resist the temptation of immediate rewards in intertemporal choices. Below we discuss the behavioral, neuroimaging, and theoretical aspects of these findings.
Choice impulsivity increased over the experiment when participants were required to perform an intense cognitive control task (3-back and 12-switch) but not when the same task was administered at a lower level of difficulty (one-back and one-switch) or when the participants engaged in activities (reading or gaming) that might require some control but were not imposed. Because we found no difference between the two control conditions (easy and leisure), we conclude that the decision bias relates to the intensity of cognitive control and not to the obligation to execute a boring task. On the one hand, this result fulfills the predictions of the ego depletion theory (14, 16) , except that the time scale is significantly longer (by one order of magnitude) than usually considered. On the other hand, it was preceded by many failed attempts to observe the same phenomenon at a shorter time scale (see the example in SI Experiment S1), which add to the number of published and unpublished negative results (17, 18, 20, 21) . In the main experiment, choice impulsivity did not increase significantly at the scale of blocks (within sessions), and a significant difference from chance level appeared only after eight sessions (4.5 h). Therefore choice impulsivity did not result from the need to split cognitive resources between executive and choice tasks, in which case it would have occurred from the beginning, as seen in dual-task paradigms (22) . Thus, although our design departs from sequential-task paradigms, with the dependent task intermingled with the depleting tasks, our result nonetheless may be qualified as a carry-over effect, because fatigue affected economic choices only after sufficient time was spent on hard executive tasks.
It has been shown that the ego depletion phenomenon critically depends on whether participants believe that willpower is a limited resource (23, 24) . However, beliefs in a limited strength model would affect performance (or persistence) only in executive tasks; there is no reason it should favor one option over the other in economic choice, unless subjects guess the aim of the experiment. For this reason, we carefully debriefed our participants and excluded from the analyses the only participant who guessed what the effect of interest was. Note that the participants were not aware of other participants following the same procedure with a different level of difficulty, so each participant could imagine a priori that we expected an increase in choice impulsivity; however, except for the one excluded subject, none did so. Our dependent task (intertemporal choice) has the interesting property that there is no correct or incorrect answer, as was explained to participants, who are simply asked to state their preference, knowing that one of their choices would actually be implemented. This property might explain why fatigue effects were much more striking in choice impulsivity than in executive performance, in terms of both effect size and P value (P < 0.003 versus P < 0.032 in the hard condition). One might assume that some compensatory brain mechanism was recruited (25) in order to maintain executive performance (around 95% correct on average, even after 6 h), and hence the related financial payoff. By contrast, economic choices might have drifted because they were not a measure of performance but only an expression of preference, such that no compensatory mechanism needed to be implemented.
However, the analysis of fMRI data showed no brain region with increased activity across experimental sessions. The only effect of session number was a decrease in activity that was specific to the brain region involved in both hard executive control and intertemporal choice, namely the MFG. This region is typically activated, with a predominance on the left side when using verbal stimuli, by tasks assessing working memory such as 3-back, which involves updating and maintaining representations in the absence of stimuli so as to control the behavioral response (10) , and in tasks assessing contextual control, which involves adjusting the behavioral response to a mapping rule that is not directly specified by the stimulus (9) . The left MFG also emerged as the main intersection between working memory and delay-discounting networks in a recent meta-analysis (11). Our MFG cluster [Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) peak coordinates: −46, 22, 28] overlaps with the target (center: −36, 30, 27) of a previous study that applied TMS to the MFG and also observed an enhanced propensity to choose immediate rewards (6) . However, we do not draw general conclusions about laterality, because there also was decreased activity in the right MFG in our experiment and because TMS to the right LPFC also biased choices toward immediate rewards in another study (7) . Interestingly, only the MFG exhibited the expected pattern, i.e., activation in the conjunction between choice and difficulty and a decrease with session number specifically in the hard condition. In particular, the cluster in the IPL that also was activated in the conjunction did not show any fatigue effect. Thus, it appears that within the prefrontoparietal network classically involved in working memory and contextual control, only the MFG was susceptible to fatigue effects on economic choices.
Perhaps surprisingly, the MFG cluster was not activated by the contrast between patient and impulsive choice, contrary to observations in some previous studies (5, 26) . This result might come from a limitation of our design. With the aim of maximizing sensitivity to fatigue effects, we kept choice options around indifference points, so that subjects started by making random choices, leaving room for an increase or decrease in choice impulsivity. Because choices were too noisy, it was impossible to fit a discounting model and provide a computational characterization of fatigue effects. However, our null result might help sort out different hypotheses that were suggested regarding the role of the LPFC in intertemporal choice (3, (26) (27) (28) . More specifically, the increase in choice impulsivity could arise from a failure to inhibit the selection of immediate rewards (6) or from a change in the relative valuation of choice options (7) . At indifference points, the first hypothesis, that an increase in impulsivity arises from a failure to inhibit the selection of immediate rewards, implies that the LPFC should be more active when patient choices are made. In the second hypothesis, the influence of the LPFC is limited to making the two option values similar but not in determining which Fig. 4 . Brain-behavior relationships. BMS was used to compare common cause models (Upper), in which brain and behavior are independently driven by experimental manipulations, and causal chain models (Lower), in which the behavioral effects are mediated by neural effects. Causal chain models appeared much more plausible, meaning that in the hard condition the effect of session number on choice impulsivity was mediated by MFG activity (Left) and that the effect of cognitive difficulty (hard versus control condition) on the change in choice impulsivity across sessions was mediated by the change in MFG activity (Right). The gray arrows emphasize differences between models. BMS results are expressed as EF and EP.
option is eventually selected, so the same LPFC activity could occur in both impulsive and patient choices. Another consequence of the MFG being equally active in patient and impulsive choices is that the fMRI result cannot be considered as a trivial reflection of the behavioral result (i.e., increased frequency of impulsive choice).
The link between MFG activity and impulsive choice nonetheless was established across subjects through model comparison, which favored the hypothesis that MFG activity mediated the effect of fatigue on choice behavior, rather than the possibility that MFG activity and choice impulsivity were independently driven by a common cause, i.e., the fatigue linked to the time spent on hard executive tasks. In other words, MFG activity was a better predictor of choice impulsivity than experimental factors such as group (hard versus control) or session number (beginning to end). Thus, participants who were more susceptible to reducing their MFG activity during choice also were more prone to enhancing their impulsivity level, presumably because the value of immediate rewards was not sufficiently down-regulated or because the value of delayed rewards was not sufficiently emphasized. This finding does not mean that choices were processed in a more automatic manner in later sessions, because there was no change in choice response time.
Although we identified a neural mechanism underlying the effect of cognitive fatigue on choice impulsivity, our experiment could not provide explanations for why LPFC activity should decrease. Note that here we use the term "fatigue" for convenience, but we have not established that the neural and behavioral manifestations correspond to what participants would report as mental fatigue, and we remain open to different interpretations. A first explanation would be that LPFC activity is related to a limited resource that is depleted by its utilization (14) . The main problem with this theory is specifying what the resource is at the biological level. Blood glucose has been proposed as a possible resource, with some supporting evidence (29, 30) , but it was later shown than the beneficial effects of glucose ingestion on self-control were difficult to replicate and probably were more psychological than biological (24, (31) (32) (33) . In any case, this hypothesis would not explain why only the MFG (and not, for instance, the IPL) is susceptible to fatigue effect. An alternative explanation would be that the decrease in LPFC represents a functional adaptation to the cost of executive control, which might be subjectively perceived as mental effort (34) (35) (36) . This notion seems plausible, because left LPFC activity has been correlated with self-reported measures of cognitive costs and to cost-based decisions (37) and because the avoidance of cognitive cost was correlated across individuals with impulsivity in intertemporal choice (38) . The issue in this hypothesis is explaining the origin of the cost. An interesting possibility is opportunity cost, associated with the notion that cognitive control capacity is limited and shared among many tasks, so that engaging cognitive modules in a specific task incurs the cost of losing the potential benefits of engaging the same modules in other tasks (34) . However, why this opportunity cost should increase over time, i.e., why in our experiment the cost of engaging cognitive resources in intertemporal choice should increase across sessions, is unclear. To reconcile the depletion and adaptation hypotheses, one might speculate that the cost increases precisely because some biological alteration makes the LPFC harder to activate.
In conclusion, our findings provide a neural mechanism explaining why daylong intense cognitive work might increase impulsivity in economic decisions. We believe that such findings have applications in the domain of management, because the number and duration of work breaks could be adapted to avoid any dramatic LPFC dysfunction. If workers have control over their time schedule, they might spontaneously decide to take a break on the basis of some cost signal related to LPFC activity, as was shown with insular activity in the case of physical effort (39) . Otherwise, LPFC dysfunction following overly intense cognitive work, with insufficient breaks, at longer time scales (weeks or months) might induce pathological conditions such as burnout syndromes.
Materials and Methods
Please see SI Materials and Methods for details on participants, behavioral tasks, fMRI data acquisition, and BMS.
General Design. The study was approved by the ethics committee (Comité de Protection des Personnes) of the Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital. All participants gave informed consent before partaking in the study. Participants came to the laboratory twice on two consecutive days: the first for training sessions on the executive tasks and calibration in the choice task and the second for the proper experiment. Correct performance in executive task was incentivized (1 cent per trial), and intertemporal choice was real, in that the chosen option in one pseudorandomly selected trial was actually implemented. During the experiment day each group performed 11 sessions of executive tasks, together lasting around 6 h. Each session lasted 30 min divided into a 13-min series of N-switch blocks and a 17-min series of N-back blocks. The task to be performed was indicated by a 5-s instruction screen presented at the beginning of each block. The length of blocks varied randomly between 16 and 32 trials (24 on average, duration = 43 s) for N-switch tasks and between 22 and 30 trials (26 on average, duration = 47 s) for N-back tasks. The order of N-switch and N-back tasks was counterbalanced across subjects. Every minute on average (at the end of blocks), another 5-s instruction screen told participants that they would have to make an intertemporal choice, giving a total of 30 choices per session. The options proposed in intertemporal choices were based on the results of a calibration session conducted on the training day.
fMRI data were acquired in a subset of 35 subjects (18 from the hard group and 16 from the leisure group) while they performed the executive tasks and the intermingled choice task. There were three fMRI sessions, at the beginning, middle, and end of the 6-h experiment (corresponding to sessions 1, 6, and 11). Participants in the easy and hard conditions performed only the easy or hard versions of the executive tasks, respectively. Participants in the leisure condition performed the tasks only during fMRI sessions; for this group the tasks were easy in the first and last sessions and were hard in the intermediate session. This approach provided a within-subject contrast, isolating the effects of cognitive difficulty (by subtracting the easy task-related activity from the hard task-related activity), so as to dissociate choice-related from task-related activity (only the latter should be influenced by the change in difficulty). During the other sessions the participants in the leisure group first entertained themselves by reading or playing video games and then performed a series of 30 intertemporal choices.
Behavioral Data Analysis. Two dependent variables were analyzed: impulsive choices (the proportion of trials in which the immediate reward was selected) and executive performance (the proportion of correct trials in N-back and N-switch tasks pooled together). We did not fit a delay discounting model to choices because options were too close to indifference points, so that rewards and delays had little weight on decisions. Instead we fitted models of fatigue effects to sessionwise impulsivity levels, an approach that also could be used to account for executive performance. Because we had no a priori notions about the shape of fatigue functions, we tried three embedded models, from the null hypothesis (no session effect) to nonlinear variations: model 1, P im = C (no effect); model 2, P im = C + β·Session (linear effect); model 3, P im = C + β·Session α (linear and power effects), with P im being the proportion of impulsive choices, C denoting a constant, β a linear regression weight, Session the session number (from 1 to 11), and α a power parameter. Different sets of parameters were used to fit the hard and control conditions. They were inverted by minimizing free energy, using a variational Bayes approach under the Laplace approximation (40, 41) , as implemented in the VBA Matlab toolbox (42) , available at mbb-team.github.io/VBA-toolbox/). We normalized the dependent and explanatory variables (both proportion of impulsive choice and session number varied between 0 and 1), so that we could use means corresponding to the null hypothesis (0.5 for C, 0 for β and 1 for α) and SDs equal to 1 as priors on free parameters. Note that as a consequence β should be multiplied by 11 to be directly interpreted as the weight of one session number. We first compared model families to determine whether the same fatigue function was used in hard and control conditions. We then compared the three fatigue models within the chosen family. The fitted parameters of the winning model were tested against the null hypothesis and were compared between groups using two-tailed t tests (unless otherwise specified), depending on whether we had a priori hypothesis about the direction of effects. Note that models are embedded so as model 3 reduces to model 2 if α is not different from 1 and to model 1 if β is not different from 0.
fMRI Data Analysis. To identify the regions involved in both executive tasks and intertemporal choices, we regressed the following GLM to subject-level preprocessed fMRI time series, each session being modeled separately (with a specific constant). A first categorical regressor was included to model blocks of executive task trials with a boxcar function. It was parametrically modulated by the block number within a session (to capture fatigue effects across blocks). A second categorical regressor was included to model choice trial onsets with a stick function. It was modulated by four parametric regressors including log-transformed delay (in months), immediate reward (in euros), choice (1 for patient, −1 for impulsive, 0 for no response), and response time. These parametric regressors were meant to capture the specificities of each particular trial, whereas the categorical regressor captured common processes involved in performing an intertemporal choice. All regressors of interest were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. The GLM also included subject-specific realignment parameters to correct for motion artifacts, adding six regressors of noninterest.
Linear contrasts of regression estimates (β) were computed at the subject level and were taken to group-level random effect analysis. Subject-level contrasts were categorical regressors against implicit baseline: choice-related activity, hard task-related activity, and easy task-related activity. The two last sessions of the hard condition were not included because they were expected to be affected by cognitive fatigue. A conjunction analysis (logical and) was conducted at the group level between the difficulty contrast (1 on hard and −1 on easy task-related regressors) and the choice contrast (1 on choice-related regressors). Unless otherwise specified, activation maps were thresholded at both the voxel level (P < 0.001, uncorrected) and the cluster level (P < 0.05 after familywise error (FWE) correction for multiple comparison, corresponding to a minimum of 319 voxels).
ROIs were defined using the MarsBaR toolbox (43) as spheres of 8-mm diameter, centered on group-level activation peaks in the left MFG and left IPL clusters. Regression estimates (β) of subject-level GLM were extracted separately from the two ROI for the different sessions. These estimates of choice-and task-related activity then were regressed against session number, using robust regression tool implemented in Matlab. To test for fatigue effects, the slopes of this regression were compared with zero and between conditions using two-tailed t tests. We did not search for nonlinear fatigue effects because we only had three data points (first, middle, and last sessions) for choice-and hard task-related activity and two data points (first and last sessions) for easy task-related activity.
Brain-Behavior Relationships. To support the idea that choice-related MFG activity mediated the effect of fatigue on choice impulsivity, we compared between the two following models in the hard condition: P im = C 1 + β 1 ·Session and P im = C 2 + β 2 ·MFG, with C1 and C2 being two different constants and Session 1, 2, or 3 for the first, middle, and last sessions. Indeed the critical difference between the common cause and causal chain models is whether to predict choices from session number or from MFG activity. To include the control group in the model selection and test whether the difficulty effect on choice was mediated by the difficulty effect on MFG, we also compared Δ P im = β 1 ·Group with Δ P im = β 2 . Δ MFG, with Δ representing the change from first to last session and Group being an indicator of cognitive difficulty (1 for hard and 0 for leisure). Models were inverted and compared following the same BMS procedure used for behavioral data analysis.
